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Pilatus PC-12
avionics upgrade options

1

G600 TXi

G600 TXi is a revolution in retrofit
flight displays. It boasts a
clean-sheet touchscreen design
and builds on the proven
capabilities of our original G600
glass flight display series to offer
you a vastly expanded array of features, options and panel layout
possibilities.
It also includes system software that meets the higher assurance
levels required for FAR Part 23 Class 3 aircraft (typically piston or
turbine aircraft weighing between 6,000 lbs and 12,500 lbs). Backed
by our No. 1-ranked product support team, the G600 TXi upgrade
makes it easy to bring next-generation technology to virtually any
cockpit you can fly without a type rating.
G600 TXi glass touchscreens integrate with the GTN Xi touchscreen
GPS/Nav/Comm series to provide a fully certified glass suite solution
— with reliable attitude/heading reference system(s) (AHRS)
replacing the old-style, maintenance-prone mechanical gyros in
your system. to accommodate MFD and EIS functions, allowing the
PFD to show full-screen flight data. Whether it’s integrated in a
split-screen view on the 10.6” display, engine and fuel monitoring
data is easy to access and interpret with G600 TXi.
The optional engine information system is compatible with most
popular Lycoming or Continental 4- to 6-cylinder engines (whether
normally aspirated or turbocharged) and can provide support for
both single- and twin-engine aircraft.
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GTN 650Xi & GTN 750Xi

Designed as a direct slide-in upgrade to the previous generation
GTN 650/750, pilots can preserve their panel and modernize the
cockpit with the new GTN 650Xi and GTN 750Xi. Available in five
different versions, the GTN Xi series matches its predecessor in
providing options with or without Comm or Nav radios. The all-in-one
GTN 750Xi GPS/Nav/Comm boasts a large feature-rich multifunction
display and can integrate with new or existing remote-mount
equipment such as a transponder or audio panel.
Dual-core processors and modern hardware also prepare the
GTN Xi series for future advanced capabilities. The GTN 650Xi and
GTN 750Xi have received FAA STC approval and are available
immediately for PC-12 single enigne aircraft.
Retaining all the features of the GTN 650/750, the GTN Xi series adds
a vibrant display and vivid colors that enhance the contemporary
look of the new navigators. When installed alongside a G500 TXi or
G600 TXi flight display, the GTN Xi series brings a new level of
modernization to the cockpit. Highly complementary, the GTN Xi
and the TXi flight displays share
similarities in display, appearance
and hardware qualities. For
example, both products feature an
angular bezel with a flush glass
display — so the pilot has a
near-seamless experience when
transitioning between the
touchscreen flight display and the
navigator.
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EIS Capabilities
and features including autopilot-coupled VNAV descents, fully
coupled missed approaches, and Smart Glide safety technology,
which can automatically engage the autopilot and pitch for the
aircraft’s best glide speed while simultaneously navigating the
aircraft within the vicinity of the selected airport so the pilot can
execute an approach and landing. Further, the installation of this
package also removes legacy avionics and wiring, aiding in weight
savings. Other optional upgrades include an audio panel, ADS-B
transponder, Iridium datalink, weather radar, datalink SiriusXM
weather, and Garmin Connext connectivity via the
Flight Stream 510 wireless gateway.

The expanded monitoring capability will be
available for select Pilatus PC-12/45 and PC-12/47 aircraft with the
addition of the TXi Engine Indication System (EIS) display. This
upgrade for PC-12 owners and operators can allow for a fully
modernized, complete Garmin cockpit retrofit solution that includes
the GFC 600 autopilot, G600 TXi primary flight display, GTN Xi
navigators, GTX ADS-B transponders, GWX weather radar and more.
For Pilatus PC-12 owners and operators, the TXi EIS can be installed
as part of a complete package that includes G600 TXi 10.6” flight
display(s), GTN Xi Series navigators, GFC 600 autopilot and a GI 275
electronic flight instrument configured as a standby flight instrument.
With this installation, the system offers new operational capabilities

PC-12 owners and operators can now replace aging EIS gauges
with a modernized display and view EIS information on a 10.6-inch
TXi flight display which can accommodate primary flight display
(PFD) information; a multifunction display (MFD) with a vertical EIS
strip; or on a 7-inch TXi flight display in portrait mode, which serves as
a dedicated EIS display. With this upgrade, pilots will be able to
more clearly read and analyze critical engine, fuel and electrical
parameters while simplifying the cockpit.
PC-12 owners and operators can continue to
benefit from the auto-start, automatic ignition and fuel balancing
functionality previously supported by the original EIS system, among
other existing functions like dynamic gauge limits and more. When
using multiple TXi displays, pilots can also benefit from display
backup capability to help prevent the loss of PFD or EIS information
during a single-display failure.
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GFC 600

5

GI 275

GI 275, a powerful electronic flight instrument that directly replaces
legacy primary flight instruments in the cockpit. GI 275 is suitable as
a direct replacement for a variety of instruments, including an

Garmin received FAA STC for the GFC 600 in the PC-12/41 and
PC12/45 series aircraft. Garmin will now begin working with the
international regulators to validate this STC.

-attitude indicator (AI)
- attitude directional indicator (ADI)
- course deviation indicator (CDI)
- horizontal situation indicator (HSI)
- multi-function display (MFD)
- and engine indication system (EIS)

Installation of the GFC 600 in a PC-12 requires a G600 TXi Flight
Display with software version 3.20 or later. Intended for highperformance piston and turbine aircraft that have a wide range of
aircraft speed and performance characteristics, GFC 600
incorporates solid-state attitude and robust self-monitoring
capabilities to provide exceptional autopilot performance.

Capable of serving as a 4-in-1 flight instrument with attitude,
airspeed, altitude and heading information, GI 275 can also be
installed as a standby to a number of glass flight displays and is
available with a 60-minute back-up battery.

GFC 600 in the PC-12 model aircraft also features VNAV descent
capabilities when coupled with a GTN or GTN Xi navigator, as
well as LVL Mode and Garmin ESP (Electronic Stability and
Protection).

Lightweight and compact, the GI 275 is intentionally designed to
take advantage of the common 3.125-inch flight instrument size,
reducing installation time and preserving the existing aircraft panel.
It’s also compatible with a variety of third-party autopilots and does
not require a separate interface adapter, further reducing
installation labor.
A dual concentric knob allows pilots to access a variety of key
functions within the flight instrument, such as adjustments to the
baro setting or airspeed bug. Highly scalable, aircraft owners can
start with a single GI 275 and add up to a total of six in a single
panel, paving the way for incremental upgrades and an array of
individualized panel configurations.

6 GWX 75
Displaying more color intervals than traditional four-color radars,
the Doppler-enabled GWX 75 radar helps take the guesswork out
of real-time weather tracking and analysis.
The additional colors provide a far more nuanced interpretation of
storm cell dynamics. Plus, this high-definition target contouring
combines with exceptional range and adjustable scanning
profiles — both horizontal and vertical — to allow you to more
accurately assess a storm threat via your compatible flight deck or
multifunction display. With these capabilities,the GWX 75 radar
makes it easier to scan large geographic areas and make sound
weather-related decisions. Plus, a handy ground mapping mode
lets you use GWX 75 to scan terrain features for visual navigation.
The fully stabilized GWX 75 offers horizontal scan angles up to 120
degrees to locate and evaluate convective weather activity. The
radar’s vertical scanning mode aids in analyzing storm tops,
gradients and cell buildups at various altitudes. In addition,
Weather Attenuated Color
Highlight (WATCH®) technology
helps identify the shadowing
effects of short-range cell activity
— highlighting areas where radar
signals are weakened, or
attenuated, by intense
precipitation (or large areas of
lesser precipitation) and may not
fully reflect the “storm behind the
storm.”

7 GSB 15
Two new models of the GSB 15, Garmin’s
powerful USB charger designed for a wide
range of aircraft installations. The GSB 15 is
now available with 27W of USB Type-C
charging ports, while maintaining the same
compact and lightweight design. The new
GSB 15 models contain two USB ports that
support up to 27W per port of power output simultaneously,
allowing pilots and passengers to charge most mobile devices
while they are using them. Other enhancements include new
dimmable halo lighting around each port, new USB Power Delivery
(PD) technology, and much more.
The new models of the GSB 15 are offered with either dual USB
Type-C ports or a combination of USB Type-A and USB Type-C ports.
Both of these new models include two powerful 27W USB charging
ports that can provide enough power to charge most later
generation mobile devices during use in the cockpit and
throughout the cabin. The GSB 15 is available with a rear or side
power input connector, allowing for installation in spaceconstrained areas such as near cabin sidewalls or armrests.
Another new and exciting feature is the
USB PD technology that enables the GSB
15 to provide optimal power output for a
specific device. In addition, the halo
lighting around the exterior of the USB
ports is now dimmable, which allows
pilots and passengers to connect to the
GSB 15 easily during nighttime conditions.

8 GMA 350c
The GMA 350c incorporates Bluetooth technology for wireless
access to music, phone, Garmin Pilot alerts and more. This adds to
an impressive list of features, including industry-first Telligence Voice
Command technology and 3D Audio processing, as well as
enhanced auto squelch capability and more. These features
decrease heads-down time and increase overall situational
awareness in the cockpit.

Pilatus PC-12
avionics upgrade options

The all-digital GMA 350c Bluetooth audio panel incorporates
patented features and superior voice control to provide pilots with
an exclusive feature set unmatched by any other audio panels on
the market. Bluetooth technology provides more functionality in the
cockpit, giving pilots the option to wirelessly connect a smartphone
or tablet to the GMA 350c to easily make phone calls or to stream
audio entertainment. Additionally, the GMA 350c series can be
paired with the Garmin Pilot app to transmit terrain, obstacle or
traffic alerts while in-flight. Pilot-controlled audio distribution ensures
the appropriate communications are dispersed to passengers and
crew accordingly.
IBluetooth Audio connectivity offered by the GMA 350c allows pilots
to connect wirelessly to VIRB XE in place of a headset audio cable
to conveniently overlay intercom audio and air traffic control
communications while capturing rich, high definition video.
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